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Hydrodynamic sound in a conventional pressure reducing
valve is undesirable in the steam systems of naval ships and
certain commercial power plants. To overcome this problem a
steel ball maze has been proposed as a substitute for existing
reducer valves
.
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the noise
producing effects of adding a flow control plug and seat to
the maze. Theoretical analysis gives very little information
as to the best configuration to use. An experimental
investigation established that the noise introduced by at
least those configurations tested was no more than 6 db
(re 10" inches/sec ) and in some cases even reduced the noise
produced in the maze.
The results are based on comparing the recorded narrow
band frequency analysis of the signal from an accelerometer
attached to the maze housing. Tests were run with maze inlet
pressures varying between 300 and 600 psig while the reduced
outlet pressure was held constant at 150 psig. Using air
for the test simplified experimental procedures. Even though
the results are all useful in themselves, designs and tests
were made anticipating extrapulation to steam environments.
Further research work is continuing on these forms of
pressure reducing- devices. The work here substantiates the
low noise attributes of the maze and proves that a flow
regulation feature will not introduce excessive noise.
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Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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The need for the physical process of reducing a high
pressure fluid to a lower pressure is ubiquitous in our modern
society. The many devices that perform this process today have
evolved through the years mainly from experience as guided by
theoretical reasoning. These devices or pressure reducing
valves have been designed with varying degrees of emphasis on
such characteristics as thermodynamic efficiency, fluid
flow properties, mechanical size and operation, complexity,
cost, dependability, and reliability. However, in recent years
applications for a quiet valve have appeared with the result
of increased emphasis on acoustic behavior (1)
Problems as widely ranging as neighborhood noise discom-
fort from electric power plants (2) to protection of naval
ships from enemy detection (3) could be significantly moderated
by a quiet pressure reducing valve. This thesis as detailed
in Chapter III delves into one aspect of a proposed substitute
for the conventional pressure reducing valve. The next sec-
tion develops the historical and analytical justification for
this investigation. Although the author has chosen to present
the background in terms of naval applications*, similar cases
could be presented for the many other needs of a quiet reducing
valve. For instance see Muller(2) or reference (5).
*The opinions expressed are the authors and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Navy Department.
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B . Noise Definition
Noise is very often defined as any unwanted sound or
sounds. This elementary definition is accepted for its merits
of simplicity and conciseness and will be specialized in this
section, for the remaining paper, to sounds of particular
origins and characteristics.
When fluids are in motion and interact with solid bodies
sound can be generated. This sound is distinct from that
produced by the vibration of a solid body. Although both
types of sound producing mechanisms can exist simultaneously,
only the former is considered here. Aerodynamic sound is this
type and occurs when the interacting fluid is air.
The Helmholtz resonator (pop bottle whistle) , Aeolian
tones (wind hissing in power lines), and jet releases (steam
from a locomotive or power station escaping into the air) are
examples of everyday sounds produced by a fluid flowing in the
presences of a solid body which does not vibrate
.
Other examples not so widely known are boundary layer
turbulence (fluid flow along a surface) , flow transition
processes (squeal of fluid passing through a partially opened
valve) , and others of no direct concern here.
All these flow sounds, often called hydrodynamic sounds,
can be classified as noise when the "unwanted" aspect of the
definition is satisfied. Psychological annoyance or hearing
and communications interference are well known reasons for
calling a sound, noise. A very important military reason is




Sounds corresponding to the above examples or their
combinations are present on naval military ships in varying
intensities. These sounds of fluid flow origin combine with
sounds form other sources (i.e. solid body vibration, gears,
etc.) to produce an overall sound radiation field about a
ship. The component of this total ship-sound field due to
fluid flowing internally (i.e. pipe flow) ^and-^is of particular
interest here.
Essentially a ship is a closed steel container. Therefore
most of the internal sounds escaping must be transmitted by
the steel shell. For purposes here, disregard how it got
there and assume a sound of intensity I exists in the ships
shell. The couling interface efficiencies between the steel
and air or water media is of the order: (4)
I transmitted Sound Power
1 z s 5 - Transmission
coefficient
For plain waves acoustic text books show this equal to:
la X =
^ fsc s ' mti m
<es




P C = Characteristic^, impedence of the
steel: 47 • 10 rayls
fmcm - Characteristic impedence of the
media
:
air = 415 rayls
water = 1.5 • 106 rayls
2
I = Sound Intensity (watts/meter )
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These quantities substituted into equation la will give:
for the shell-air interface:
r
(lm) a ir ln -5lb *- s _air - ^ 10
J
o
and for the shell-water interface:
< Im) HoO . -1
lc c s-H
2
= £_ ~ 10
o
Considering the radiation sound field of the ship to be
essentially spherical at a sufficient range r, the sound
intensity can be represented by:
exp (-2\r°(m)





I = sound intensity at r
r = radial distance from ship
I = initial intensity in media
m
c*_ = attenuation constant for media:
-11 2for air: °<ma i r = 2x10 (f ) nepers/meter
-15 7for H
2
0: °^mH Q = 24x10 (f^) nepers/meter
f = frequency of sound
Comparing the intensities of a sound wave traveling
through air versus one traveling in water for a given intensity,







I (Im) exp (-2r °(in •
_)air air r air'
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This relation shows that although there are two possible
paths for internal sounds to radiate from a ship, the steel-
water coupling is many orders better than the steel-air. The
result is that most of the ship's sound field is carried
through the water. Corresponding analysis for sounds
originated on the outside of a ship (hull boundary layer
turbulence, wave action, etc.) likewise, shows water to be
the dominate transmitting media.
The decay of this sound in water increases as the square
of the frequency vhich appears in the attenuation constant of
equation 2. Experience and test (3) have shown that fre-
quencies can be neglected above ] 5 kcps as they are
sufficiently attenuated by the water at any range of military
consequence
.
Spectrum analysis of these underwater radiations at a
distance from the ship will show certain frequencies or
frequency bands of the sound field to be very prominent. In
fact a particular ship type usually has a unique profile of
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of frequency plotted against intensity appropriatedly called
"Ship's Signature."
The military importance of detecting and identifying a
ship by its Signature thus creates an ironical specialization
in the above definition of noise. The underwater sound from
friendly ships can be classified as noise but the exact same
sound from an enemy ship can not possibly fulfill the
"unwantad" aspect of the noise definition.
Simultaneously with the developments in methods of
underwater sound detection and analysis have been programs to
eliminate or reduce the sources of noise from friendly ships.
Removing one dominate component has exposed other less
intense sounds in the ships noise field. Today this
elimination process has reached the point where fluid flow
sounds in piping contribute a significant component to a
ship's sound field.
The firm of Sanders Associates of Nashua, N.H. has
recently developed for the Navy a hydraulic fluid control
valve whi.ch operates without the objectionable flow noise of
earlier valves. They, along with other agencies, are now
attacking the problem of flow sounds in steam pressure
reducing valves. This Thesis is a independent study under-
taken in consonance with this development program at
Sanders
.
With the above background this section can be concluded
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with an extended definition of noise as interpreted for this
thesis: Noise is the unwanted sound in the frequency band
20-15,000 cps, which is produced in steam pressure reducing





A. Steam Pressure Reducing Valves :
An universal application of the pressure reducing valve
is in the auxiliary steam system of power plants. This system,
figure 1, taps off the main steam header (600psig, 486°F Sat.)
and supplies steam at 150psig for the condenser air ejectors,
aeration system, and other ancillary reduced-pressure systems.
The air ejectors and therefore the turbine efficiency are very
sensitive to fluctuations in the 150psig pressure of the
auxiliary system. For this reason the reducing valve must be
capable of close regulation, the bounds of pressure variations
depending on the particular power plant. Valve sizes also
vary but a typical 1^ inch valve can pass up to approximately



















Figure 1 Typical Steam Reducer Valve Application
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The internal configuration basically resembles the diagram
of figure 2. The operating principles of the valve are easily
understood. The valve plug, P, moves off its seat, S, when-
ever a differential force occurs across the diaphram, D,.
Ideally the valve plug opens just the correct amount to allow
hi_gh pressure inlet steam to expand in the throat, t, at a rate
sufficient to maintain the 150 psig outlet pressure. The
velocity developed in the throat section is dissipated in the
diffusion region, V. Obviously the differential force on the
diaphram must be related to the outlet pressure for automatic
regulation. The actual details of how this is accomplished
vary Wxth each manufacturer's ingenuity and is well documented
in the literature (6) (7) (8) . However, the reducing valve
is a distinct type of control valve. Whereas other control
valves are usually designed to obtain outlet conditions
(i.e. piston displacement, mass or volume flow rate,
temperature changes, etc.) at a minimum of pressure loss
across the device, pressure reducing control valves are









Figure 2 Cross Section of Typical Steam Reducer Valve
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The detailed thermodynamic and flow behavior of the
steam in passing through these valves is not as simple to
analyze. In fact, valve designers are forced to semi-empirical
methods when dealing with these properties (6,8,9,10,11,12).
The elementary thermodynamic analysis of appendix A however,
does show that the pressure reducing process is approximately
a throttling process-i.e. a constant enthalpy process.
Thermodynamically such a process represents the maximum
degradation of theoretical useful energy of the steam. Thus
a helpful conclusion is that any device that reduces pressure
is as good thermodynamically (or really poor) as any other.
Therefore thermodynamic restrictions do not influence a
reducing valve configuration.
Review of published literature shows that very little is
known about the velocity and pressure fluctuations of the
fluid :n passageways of the valve. Calculation of Appendix A
do determine that the velocity in the throat region can reach
the transonic range. The shock waves (and condensation
effects) inherent in this flow range undoubtly contribute to
flow noise as well as to the problem of "wire drawing'.' It
is interesting to note that Muller (2) finds this noise
mechanism to be of 2nd order. This high velocity flow of the
throat must be deaccelerated in the diffusion region, V, so
that the flow leaves the valve with average pipe velocity.
Chapter IV-B considers noise from such a diffusion region
in which turbulent flow is known to dominate.
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Further research with steam reducing valves is presently
underway at MIT. As part of the background development for
the objectives of this investigation, the significant
characteristics of the steam pressure reducing valves are
summarized:
CI Present reducing valves control outlet pressure by
regulating the rate of mass flow (vice volume or
temperature)
.
C2 Any device that reduces pressure is admissible as an
thermodynamic efficient reducing valve.
C3 Internal flow velocities and pressure fluctuations
are not precisely known.
C4 Shock waves and flow turbulence can be present in
reducing valves and apparently account for the noise
produced
.
B. Pressure Reducing Maze :
Fluid flow through porous media has been used for
filtering out solid impurities of the flow for centuries (13)
.
Only in recent years has it been used to filter or reduce
sound in the flow. The very necessary family car appendage-
the muffler where the pores have been expanded to cavities is
based en the principle
The. well known disadvantage of putting porous media in
a fluid flow is the pressure loss produced. However, since




Figure 3 is a sketch of an artifically manufactured
porous media which hence forth is called a maze. The device
is basically a diverging nozzle filled with solid spheres.
The adaptation of such a packed bed of spheres into a suitable
pressure reducer is under development at Sanders Associates
as part of their solution to the steam reducer noise problem.
The lengths, sphere size, and cross sectional areas can be
determined analytically so as to give a desired pressure drop
or flow rate (14) . The over-riding restraint has been to keep
the average velocities well below the speed of sound and thus









Figure 3 Proposed Maze Reducer
To determine the sound generated and to check the
computed flow rates, experimental tests have been necessary.
Accelerometers attached to the pipe through a thin plated
diaphragm have been used to evaluate and compare the noise or
acoustic output of these devices. For practical and
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economical reasons the initial development phases have been
with scale models and using dry nitrogen gas as the fluid.
Flow scaling effects have been assumed to be geometrically
related but the scale effect on noise output has yet to be
determined. Also the possible noise generating mechanism of
steam condensation processes has not been reckon with in
testing for the gained advantage of experimental simplifi-
cation .
As a standard of comparison for the various mazes, a
sharp edged orifice with similar flow and pressure drop
characteristics was selected. Tests conducted at the same
pressures using octave and narrow band analysis show the
maze has on the order 30db less noise generation. (Figure
D-12) Recently a limited test of a full scale maze with
saturated steam indicated a similar trend. However
difficulties in eliminating upstream and downstream flow
noise at the test section prevented conclusive evaluation
of the maze.
Additional development efforts with various configur-
ations of manufactured porous media are continuing at Sanders
The very challenging research to perfect a given maze as
-s pressure reducer is not the purpose of this dissertation.
Rather the characteristics of a particular maze configuration
are accepted without question, at least for purposes of
investigation. Refering to the characteristics of the
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conventional reducer, II-A, it is apparent that item 2 and
3 apply directly to the maze, item 4 can somewhat be
controlled by design, and item 1 does not apply i.e.; the





Developmental work on the packed-sphere maze to date has
been directed toward finding the design that generates the
least no'Se. For such a pressure reducing maze to have
utility it must be adaptable to a mass control device that
will maintain the desired outlet pressure for varying inlet
conditions
.
From the previous discussions it is apparent that any
configuration to control the mass flow rate of steam must
possess at least these attributes:
a. Contribute a negligiole component to the overall
noise generated by the maze.
b. Conform to good steam valve design for minimum seat
erosion and thus leakage (this essentially eliminates
any continuous rubbing of sealing surfaces)
.
c. Be amenable to automatic control.
d. Occupy a minimum of space.
e. Conform with conventional standards of simplicity,
reliability, repairability, and durability.
The ways in which these attributes can be combined into
a practical reducing valve are limited. One promising scheme
combines a number of small mazes and would control the mass
flow rate by passing the high pressure stream through a
certain portion of the total number. This "module" valve
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would then respond to fluctuating conditions by step changes
as individual mazes or modules are opened to flow. The
justification for using a number of small maze passageways
is based on the supposition that the noise output is related
in some direct way to the flow area and hence the size of
the turbulence region. Most conventional valves vary the plug
to seat opening for control whereas the "module" valve would
have a poppet action of either fully open or completely shut.
In either type of control action, the noise component caused
by the plug-seat combination is not known.
The objectives established at the beginning of this
thesis evolved from these considerations. These objectives
were
:
a. Conceive and model a suitable mass control
configuration for the maze reducer.
b. Determine the component of radiated noise produced
by this configuration.
During the course of developing these objectives it
became evident that they could be applied to a multitude of
designs. And that little, if any, theoretical or empirical
analysis yet published would allow predicting their noise
producing effect and therefore justify a particular con-
figuration. Consequently an axisymmetric flow arrangement
has been somewhat arbitrarily selected and analyzed. The
factors that influenced this decision were:




b. It provided a vehicle for analysis of noise produced
by flow around and inco solid bodies in a closed
conduct
.
c. Various plug/seat combinations could be easily made
and tested.
d. The effects of each combination could be attributed
to that particular plug/seat configuration (i.e.
variables from flow-wall interactions and scaling
effects would be minimized.)
e. The short time required to alter an existing test
apparatus
.
f. The desired attributes described above are uniformly
satisfied except possibly "a" (negligible noise) .
From this decision work has proceeded as discussed in
the following chapters. During testing other possible
configurations became apparent. These are briefly discussed
in the Recommendation of Chapter VIII.
Even though the above objectives remain valid, a more
concise and determinate goal description seemed appropriate
after work had progressed. The initial objectives have
therefore been consolidated into the following:
TO COMPARE THE NOISE PRODUCED BY VARIOUS PLUG-SEAT





A. Fluid Flow Model
Although the objective of this thesis is basically
empirical some effort was dev_ted to finding a mathematical
model for the flow through a maze in a straight pipe. Many
mathematical models of valves have been formulated to predict and
analyze dynamic performance of control valves (15) . These
treat the forces and displacement -flow rate parameters.
To predict or analyze a valve's noise performance,
relationships dealing with velocities and pressure variances
are required. As might be expected, even this simple
axisymmetric flow devi.ce becomes extremely complicated
mathematically. However, capitalizing on the assumptions of
ideal fluid flow certain relations can be obtained. The
following is a brief outline of a proposed approach to the
modeling of this device.
The physical maze is conceptually divided into regions
as shown in figure 4. The considerations here do not require
an exact specification of the geometric dimensions. Naturally
they would be considered in the detailed model.

Entrance Seat Maze Exit
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Regions
Figure 4 Analysis Regions for Axi symmetric Reducer Maze
It is proposed that using superposition and transfor-
mation principles, the flow in these regions can be synthe-
sized from the elements of figure 5.
Since the average flow is everywhere axisymmetric,
relationships are simplified by using two dimensional theory
whenever possible. Coventional coordinates and basic
expressions are given in figure 6.
Solutions to element 5a are readily obtained by slender
body theory for many body shapes. M.M. Munk ' s (16) early
work was on airship hull forms, Lamb (17) considers the
general ellipsoid, J.L. Hess (18) has derived a potential
for an arbitrary 3D body, while others have treated similar
forms

5a. Solid Bodv in Uniform
.
Sirean
O O O O oo
O O O o oo




5d . Porous Media
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5e. Discharge Orifice




















Figure 6b Basic Axi syrome trie Relationships
Figure 6 Axisymmetric Relations
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A representative potential for an axisymmetric body is that
given in Munk:
where /\ is a constant.
y#,P are coordinates defined by
Element 5b simulates the conduct walls. This type of
problem has been treated by using free streamlines (19) and
distributed vortex rings. Birchhoff and Zarantonello (20)







) (K/2r 1 )-r 1E




= x + (r-a) z
K is the complete elliptic integral
of the 1st kind
E is the complete elliptic integral
of the 2nd kind
Integrati on of a distribution of the vortex rings would
satisfy the pipe wall boundary conditions.
Conditions in region 1 of the reducer valves are there-
fore represented by superposing elements 5a and 5b. Region 2
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corresponds to element 5c. Ehrick (21), Birkhoff (20),
Robertson (19) , and others treat the flow into and out of
various valve configurations which would be appropriate here.
Some of these involve transformation functions.
Mathematical relationships for flow in porous media have
been generally empirically derived. However, for region 3
wh i ch ls represented by element 5d, a potential function
similar to those summarized in (19) is required. A complete
mathematical description of this region may be quite complex.
In which case simple sinks and sources at the inlet and
outlet respectively would be necessary These are easily
expressed:
d — ± JL.
7® 4mfir
where + $ = strength (-for source, + for sink)
The discharge element, 5e, simulating the valve region 4
can be treated in a corresponding matter to that of the
inlet element 5c. Pipe boundaries and velocity, pressure and
mass-flow boundary Conditions between regions of course must
be satisfied.
Even though each element has some type of analytic
expression available in the literature, the possibility
of obtaining a useable total expression is manifestly unlikely
However it is felt that each of these elemr-r.ts can be
programmed into a computer and solved as sub routines and
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and then through iteration methods matched together so as
to obtain the optimum flow configuration for a given velocity
flow rate. Such an undertaking would be no mean task, however
the results would certainly be of interest to valve designers




B . Hydrodynamic Sound
During recent years theoretical research on fluid-flow-
solid body interaction phenomena has produced at least partial
and often complete solutions to many sound problems caused
by fluid flow. Although the theory is being applied to
situations of greater complexity, the problem of predicting
valve noise remains unanswered. The analysis and models
of simple hydrodynamic sound theory however can provide at
lease qualitative information on valve noise.
M.J. Lighthill of the University of Manchester in 1952 &
1954 published (23) (24) his theory on aerodynamic sound which
has become a popular starting point for subsequent sound
analysis. The theory capitalizes on the simplicity found in
Tensor notation and there is little reason to change here.
x or y = space coordinate variable
th
x^ = i coordinate (i = 1,2,3)
u- = j velocity component (j =1,2,3)
T- • = stress field tensor
P = density
Expressed in this notation, the continuity equation has the
form:
it + kH =o


















Using 3,4,4a and combining terms the resulting expression is
F = i£^ +L
LighthLll in a simple but well directed move adds to both sides
of 5 the term C ;p-and assumes no body forces to get a
relation
:
•+ c«ie _ i j=i
J "XL <} XJ
where
X = e ucUj -Tij- c 2 c S £j
sound velocity in undisturbed fluid








.&\7" = Laplican operator
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Now defining the wave operator
= v - <b-^
Lighthill's form of the wave equation is obtained:
This expression was derived directly from the continuity
and momentum relationships, 3 & 4, and therefore is appropri-
ate in any fluid situation where these two equations hold.
This wave equation subject to suitable boundary conditions
has been solved in certain cases and in others approximate
solutions have been found. Ultimately then, any solution
to the noise mechanism of a pressure reducing valve must also
be a solution of equation 8.
One particularly useful form of the solution to equation
8 is Kirkhoff's formula. This is derived mathematically as
in Bateman (26) or Stratton (27) . Consider fluid model shown
in figure 7 where V is the volume space with a surface S
present, Q(x-) is the point of interest, P(y^) is a variable
point of integration, and r the distance between Q and P
(i.e. r= |x
i









Figure 7 Unbounded Fluid Space
Kirkhoff's formula for equation 8 becomes
For Q in V: 4ft (L -
For Q on S : 2 fTfo =
For Q not in V: Or
where P is the density at point Q




Ltghthill considers the case of a turbulent region in




P (representing the undisturbed fluid)
is a constant which therefore satisfies
the wave equation and hence for linear
equations can be added to the solution.
Fundamental acoustic theory assumptions (4) give the relations
p = c^ (^ - eo
)
ii I = prr =
e,









Lighthill was able to mathematically manipulate
equation 10 and with order of magnitude reasoning combine




Which represents the intensity of sound reaching a
far distant point (along r) from a turbulent wake region,
characterized by d, in a uniformly flowing stream with
velocity . The mathematical behavior of the integrand
of equation 10 permits identifying it as a quadrupole
and thus the sound it represents as a quadrupole radiation.
Expression 12 is valid only under the conditions stated
(i.e. far field , infinite fluid, etc.) but extropolating the
strong noise intensity dependence on flow velocity to the
maze reducer indicates at least that flow velocities play
a dominate role in noise generation.
Curie (28) considers equation 8 in an infinite flowing
fluxd but allows a solid body to be present. Following his
reasoning equation 9 becomes:
13 e(w)-e wr% Li>t
In JS
where
fluid stress vector = T): ~C[ ?
By considering the case where the body characteristic length,
d, is small with respect to, r , the distance to a far point
of interest, x-, and requiring that d «
-jjj where oo is the




a term corresponding to the quadrupole combination of
equation 12 plus:
The integrals mathematical behavior alloweS this sound
component to be called dipole radiation. Equation 14 mainly
shows the contribution of the surface integral of equation 13.
As before this expression can not be considered valid for a
reducer valve but it does indicate that the presence of a
rigid body does not significantly change the noise dependence
on the flow velocities involved.
When one considers the application of equation 9 to the
case of an axisymmetric reducer valve or even simple pipe
flow, the mathematical manipulations become nearly impossible.
For instance the surface integral is evaluated with the
variable point P on the surface in this case the interior
pipe wall. Measurements are conviently made on the wall
therefore the density and hence pressure fluctuation are
desired there too. Point Q would then also be on the interior
surface and looking at the 2nd term of equation 9b the task
of evaluating --£*- -f—j as P is varied over all the interior
surface can be appreciated. Simplification by limitating
processes or symmetry are admissible but being in the near
field these methods fail.
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Perhaps another form of the solution to Lighthill's wave
equation other than Kirkhoffs formula will be developed which
can be used for axisymmetric situations. Unable to find such
a deterministic model of axisymmetric (and other complex) flows,
investigators have applied probability techniques with some
success. Models of the physical phenomena are now called
random processes and described not by values at any instant of
time but by certain probability distributions and averages such
as means, moments, spectra, correlation functions, etc.
These models, then presuppose fluctuating components in
the flow. In fluid mechanics such fluctuations are called
turbulence vice laminar flow where velocities have a regular,
continous distribution. Turbulent motion has been character-
ized at each point by a mean velocity to which is added an
irregular fluctuating velocity. Note that although velocity
is used other fluid properties such as pressure and density
which are directly related to velocity have a very similar
behavior
.
The irregular motion is thought to be connected with
particles or masses of fluid crossing over from their
average line of flow into adjacent regions in which the
average velocity may be considerably different. Mixing
Length Theory introduced by Prandtl (29) argues that the
size of the average fluid mass which crosses over is about
the same order of magnitude as the length traversed before
the mass loses its identity.
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Such cross over of mixing masses is really a momentum
transfer phenomena. If the total velocity at a point is u-
then in turbulent motion:
U
L
= U- + U|
where: u^ = average velocity
u? = fluctuating component of velocity
The transfer of momentum across a plane would be:
u!uA
1 J
Batchelor (30) , Townsend (31) , and Hinze (32)
statistically treat turbulent flow for many applications
including some simple pipe flows. The averages, spectral
densities and correlation expressions presented in these books ,
show promise for utilization with the axisymmetric maze.
However, internal pressures or other fluctuating
quantities must first be equivalently determined or averaged
before any meaningful conclusions can be obtained. The
problem then becomes initially experimental.
Theoretical investigation of this chapter have been
concerned with models of sound in turbulent flow since this
mechanism appears to be dominate in the axisymmetric maze.
Even so, other sources of sound may be present such as shock
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waves, and vortex motions.
Although for the objectives here, turbulence has
received consideration; subsequent work must treat these







The overall experimental apparatus is sketched in
figure 7. This represents the best arrangement scheme found
for having minimum background noise at the test section,
while still permitting interchanging plug-seat combinations
at the maze. The sketch also shows the hook-up of
instrumentation as used on this project.
Air from the laboratories 2000 psig system enters the
apparatus through a solenoid valve and filter. A six foot
rubber isolation hose joins this valve to the inlet test
section. Also attached to the test section is a conventional
high=pressure, right angle disc valve whose plug and seat
have been removed. The screw mechanism of this valve is
used to vary the plug-seat gap at the reducing maze by means
of an extended stem. (Figure 8)
The inlet and outlet test sections are 5000 psig
pressure ,1 inch OD, steel tubing with a wall thickness of
.125 inch. Another 6 foot isolation hose joins the outlet
of the test section to a calibrated flow measuring maze.
After the calibrated maze, the tubing diameter is reduced
to 3/4 inch. The required back pressure on the test section
is maintained by adjustment of a specially constructed nczzle
inside the 3/4 inch tube and a conventional orifice valve on
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Figure 8 Sketch of Plug and Stem
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Instrumentation consists of 3 static pressure gauges,
initially a thermocouple for stagnation temperatures, and
the sound analyzing equipment. The "inlet" pressure gauge
provided the parameter used to vary the flow and therefore
pressure difference across the test section. The "outlet
gauge reading was held constant at 150 psig throughout the
test. Temperature readings were taken by means of a copper-
constantanthermocouple probe in the flow stream. Initial
temperatures for all pressure ranges varied no more than
1.5 F. and so subsequently only periodic checks were made.
When the outlet pressure is 150 psig air flow rate through the
calibrated maze is given by figure C-2.
Appendix E briefly describes the sound analysis
equipment used. The signal from an Endevco accelerometer
pickup was fed through a control box into the GR 1551-C
Sound Level Meter (SLM) . The broadband level of this signal
was read on the SLM meter. From the output of the SLM
either octave or narrow band frequency analysis was performed.
Data for each run consisted of the 3 pressures, flow rate,
broadband noise level, and either octave or narrow band
analysis levels.
B . Background Noise ;
Ideally the only source of flow noise would be from the
plug-seat-maze combination under evaluation in the test
section. However to obtain the desired inlet and outlet
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pressures at the test section, some type of regulation is
necessary in both the upstream and downstream air line.
Conventional orifice or globe valves are known to be noisy
when regulatxng flow. No little effort was expended in
reducing the component of these 'regulation" generated sounds
that reached the test section.
To this end various arrangements were assembled and
accekometer readings taken along the pipe length. These
readings were taken on the same structural point whenever
possible. The important pipe arrangements considered are
shown in Figure C-l. The first (PI) is basically the set-up
received from Sanders Associates. This was selected as the
starting point :4since it had been proven workable, b) so
that the results here could be correlated with Sanders
development work, c) and because no simplier flow arrangement
could be found. This arrangement scheme also gives straight-
axisymmetric flow and thus offers the possibility of
analytical expression as discussed in iyi-K.
The Octave band levels for inlet pressures of 300 and
550 psig are plotted in figures D-6,7 and 8 for each station
along arrangements PI, PHI, and PV (Nomenclature code in
Appendix D) . Figure D-13 is a similar plot for arrangement
PVT using narrow band analysis. The effect of discharging
under water, arrangement PII, was very apparent in the low
frequency bands as seen in Figure 2, runs 11 and 12.
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The octave band results from arrangements PII, PIV, and
PVI were very similar to PI, PV, and PV, respectively and
have not been included.
In addition to these comparison checks made by
traversing each arrangement axially, comparison checks
were also made at the test section (station 4) . Figure D-5
is a typical result. As is evident in figure D-5, these
checks do not show a significant effect caused by varying
the piping arrangements. Apparently the strong noise from
the maze itself completely dominates all sound components
produced outside the test section. However, prudent
reasoning does justify keeping the "regulation noise"
reaching the test section to a minimum. This occurs for
the arrangement which has a plot with the highest noise
peak at the test section. Figure D-13 shows the final
arrangement, PVI, to have this desirable peak at station 4
for almost all frequencies. Since the accelerometer rested
on different structures at each station these results are
only relative and should be interpreted with care.
Laboratory ambient noise (for no air flow) , both airborne
and structureborne , is shown in the upper half of figure D-10
for a typical test period. Conversely, an extremely noisy
background is shown in figure D-ll (lower) which was recorded
while an adjacent (30 feet away) experiment using a large
electric water pump was operating. Of course test runs were
not made when this condition pervailed. Also shown in these
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two figures (D-10 and 11) are levels recorded with a micro-
phone 3 inches away from the test section when it was reducing
air flow pressure Note that these airborne recordings are
referenced to sound pressure vice acceleration as for the
structural borne noise.
For the plug-seat combination on the outlet side of the
maze, arrangement PVII had to be used. Accelerometer checks
of this arrangement did not show significant variance from
arrangements PV or PVI
.
To minimize the possibility of ambient structure borne
noise influencing the test data, each piping arrangement
was hung with elastic shock cord from a steel frame resting
on a wooden bench top. The 6 foot inlet rubber hose isolated
the 2000 psig lab air from the test section. The 6 foot
outlet hose seemed to help isolate the test section from the
downstream back pressure regulation valves.
C . Instrumentation Technique :
The nature of the objective motivating this thesis
(Chapter III) indicates the need for a comparative parameter.
To evaluate each plug-seat combination for its noise
generating or suppressing characteristics, such a parameter
must be related to this noise and should be quantifiable.
For this pipe flow process four such parameters are available.
Their characteristics follow:
1. Externally radiated acoustic pressure:
For airborne noise, conventional microphones
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convert the acoustic pressure fluctuations
into electrical signals. These signals can then
be analyzed with the many techniques used in
commercial acoustics. The results of this
analysis then permits an evaluation of each
combination. However the particular situation of
this experiment introduces two significant
drawbacks of this parameter:
a. Presence of noise in the atmosphere pro-
duced other than in the pressure reducing
test section. This includes not only the
laboratory ambient noise but also the noise
generated at the upstream and downstream
flow regulating regions of the piping
apparatus. Figure D-llb is a typical
laboratory background airborne noise.
Figure 11 c & d are recordings of the total
laboratory ambient and the entire test
apparatus airborne noise.
b. Coupling effects between the sound source
in the reducer to the pickup microphone
outside. The wall of the pipe may attenuate
certain frequencies or produce additional
ones through resonate modes. These effects
are especially dependent upon the apparatus
used
.
Other factors that must be carefully considered
but are not necessarily serious limitations of
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airborne measurements are: directional
sensitivity, upper and lower sound pressure
threshold, frequency response characteristics,
and temperature variation effects of the pickup
device.
2. Internal acoustic pressures:
With a suitable pressure-sensitivity- pick-up
device, electrical signals can be generated and
analyzed as with the microphone system.
Although this technique overcomes the drawbacks
of the exterior microphone it also presents note
worthy difficulties:
a. Since the internal air is under a pressure
of 150 to 600 psig, the pickup device must
be capable of withstanding these static
pressures while simultaneously remaining
sensitive to acoustic pressures in the
-4
-10
range of 10 to 10 psig. When the fluid
is steam, the high temperature environment
imposes another serious condition.
b. Physical location with respect to the flow
stream, the sensing face dimension, and the
frequency response characteristic determine
the amount of focusing, masking and





Given a satisfactory pickup device, this method
of obtaining a comparative parameter is obviously
the ideal since the pressure fluctuations are
in fact the noise of interest. Such pickups
are commerically available but their special
properties are reflected in their cost.
3. Internal flow velocity fluctuations:
With a velocity probe, such as the hot resistance
wire, flow structure can be determined. This
method is especially meaningful when correlation
and spectral density analysis is used. This
method usually gives the general or averaged
character of the fluctuating flow, but of no less
importance for comparisons. Even though theoret-
ically promising, this technique is practically
limited by the problem of manipulating a probe
internally so as not to distort the true velocity
field.
4. Structureborne motions:
As noted in Chapter I-B, the significant component
of flow noise radiated from a ship is through the
structure. Therefore pickups sensitive to either
displacement, velocity, or acceleration attached
to the pipe could be expected to give a represent-
ative parameter of the flow noise. These devices
or accelerometers generate electric signals
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amenable to anlaysis as in the microphone case.
Since an accelerometer senses motion/Which by
Newtons Law, is the result of a force or
equivalently a pressure acting
3
the accelero-
meter output must be related in some matter to
the internal flow sound. An absolute relation-
ship must involve the mass and shape of the body
undergoing motion. However as long as the
structure whose motion is being determined does
not change, comparison of magnitudes should
reflect only changes in the acoustic pressure
forcing field. In addition to this configuration
constraint, the structure may also attenuate or
accentuate certain frequencies so that the
measured motion amplitudes and the internal
pressure fluctuations may not follow the same
pattern
.
Each of the above parameters was considered for use
in this investigation. The desirable internal pressure
parameter would have been used had suitable pick-up devices
been accessible. Commercially such specialized units are
produced but of course are very costly. The next best
parameter was judged to be the structural motions. Special
arrangements allowed the use of a General Radio Vibration
pick-up system which was operated in the acceleration mode.
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Other instruments used in the comparativ^-fey analysis
are shown in figure 8. All instrument characteristics are
given in appendix E. The accelerometer , its control box,
and the Sound Level Meter (SLM) were used for all data runs.
The output from the SLM was analyzed on either a GR 1550-A
Octave Band Analyzer by manual manipulation or on a Bruel
and Kjaer (B&K) Frequency Analyzer and with a B&K Automatic
Recorder. The instrument settings held constant for all
data except where noted are described in Appendix E. As
suggested in the manufacturers instruction manual, the
B&K analyzer and recorder were operated in a mode "equivalent
to the averaging time of "FAST" on sound level meters".
Attenuator settings varied but the effect has been eliminated
by refering all plots to the same reference (Acceleration
-2
reference; 10 inches/sec, microphone pressure reference;
.0002 ubar) . The graphs from the narrow band analyzer and
automatic recorder have been reduced in size for presentation




With the test apparatus arrangement and comparing
parameter determined as discussed in V-B and C, relative
noise of various plug-seat combinations at different pressures
was evaluated. For any particular series of runs (indexed
in Appendix D) only one variable was changed. Other than the
runs to check background conditions, this variable was
either: 1. Inlet pressure, 2. Plug-seat combination, 3. Plug
to seat gap, or 4. Maze to plug-seat location. The range
and selection of each variable is described below:
1. Inlet pressure:
Initial runs were taken at 50 or 100 psig
increments from 200 to 600 psig inlet pressure.
The plots of the noise at each increment were
found to be almost identical except for a slight
increase in magnitude for higher pressures.
This increase of intensity with pressure however
is not linear as figure D-5c shows. Consequently
to conserve time, runs were made at 300 and
600 psig and later only at 600 psig; the noise at
intermediate pressures is assumed to be some
fraction of the intensity at 600 psig in these
later runs. The important flow rates were de-
termined by the differential pressure across the
calibrated maze and the calibration chart of
Appendix C. These pressure variations effects are





The shape and dimensions of each plug and seat
can be found in Appendix C, igure 9 summarizes
the combinations used. Individual plug and seat
dimensions were not varied. The initial choice
of dimensions was based on scaling existing valves
and on the empirically derived relations of
Beard (33) , Valstar (34) , Ross (35) , Sylee (36)
,
and Blackburn (15) . Particular care was used in
smoothing all flow surfaces so as to minimize
scaling effects from roughness. The upstream
seats have a smaller diameter opening than the
downstream so as to conform to the maze openings.
Plug and seat combinations were selected that
could be used for actual steam valves. Noise
produced by the maze and seat alone are shown in
figures D-2, 3,4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 21, and 22.
The effect of adding a plug upstream can be deter-
mined by comparing these figures with D-15,16,
17,18,19, and 20 and adding one downstream with
figure D-23.
3. Plug to seat gap:
One proposal for a mass control scheme, mentioned
in III would use a poppet type valve. Of
interest in the design of such a valve is the
relationship of plug displacement or gap opening









Square edge D14 D16 D19
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Figure 9b Plug-Seat Downstream
Figure 9 Table Plug-Seat Combinations
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than complicate the tests to obtain a continuous
relation two points were chosen for comparison,
one corresponding to just off the seat and the
other at the fully open position. In each case
the close opening was determined by tightly
closing the valve and then backing off the plug
just sufficient to give the flow rate of the
maze along. This turned out to be about 1/16
of an inch for all tests. The recordings of
figures D-15 , 16, 17 , 18, 19 & 20 for the plug up-
stream and figure D-23 for the plug downstream
were made this way. Better techniques for de-
termining gap openings less than 1/16" would be
necessary to evaluate a plug's configuration for
"close up" noise effects.
4. Maze and plug seat location:
The question of which side of the maze to locate
the plug-seat combination was also considered.
Intuitively one expects the downstream side where
the pressure is 2 to 4 times less to be the op-
timum location for low noise. This seems
especially true if the noise is of shock wave or
turbulent origin, since the theoretical results
of Lighthill and Curie show turbulent noise to
have a strong dependence on flow velocities. The
above referenced recordings for various plug-
seat combinations can be compared for this effect
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of inlet-outlet location. Figures D-21,22, and
23 when compared to the remaining recordings show
the effect of this variable.
E . Procedure ;
The piping apparatus was developed for room temperature
fluids although ultimate application of the maze will include
steam. Since the MIT Projects Laboratory has a 2000 psig
air supply, this media offered the most convience at no
apparent sacrifice of accuracy. This air supply was thus
piped through a reducing-regulator and approximately 15 feet
of 3/8 inch tubing to a solenoid valve and filter of the
test apparatus. The work at Sanders has been with dry
bottled nitrogen and to ensure that the fluids produced
similar effects a number of comparison runs were made
(Figure D- 4 and 10 are typical) . Figure B -1 compares the
static properties of air, nitrogen, and also steam. The
nitrogen gas was reduced at the cylinder by pressure regula-
ting valves and piped directly into the solenoid valve in
place of the Lab. air for the air-nitrogen comparison runs.
When preparations for a run had been made, the following
sequence was followed: Air was cut in at the upstream lab-
reducer-regulator and adjusted until the test section "inlet"
pressure gauge read the desired amount (usually either 300 or
600 psig) . The backpressure orifice valve was then adjusted
to give a reading of 150 psig on the "outlet" gauge.
(There was less than 1/2 psig drop from this "outlet" gauge
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to the inlet of the calibrated maze so that pressure gauges
P . and P^ can be considered the same) . Generally the two
pressures across the maze could be maintained with very little
attention after the initial setting.
Then the B & K recorder was switched to automatic and
the output from the accelerometer was recorded by frequency
and intensity at about a 6% bandwidth. During the recording,
the broadband level of the SLM and the pressure differential
across the calibrated maze were logged.
The SLM attentuator setting was adjusted prior to
starting so as to keep the recording within the chart scale.
For the majority of runs 80 db attenjzfuation was used. When
the Octave Band Analyzer was used, the air flow adjustment
was as above but the various Octave bands were switched and
the readings logged by hand. Using the automatic recording
equipment each run required 2-3 minutes. With the manual






A proposed mathematical model of the ideal flow in
an axisymmetric valve has been briefly described in IV-A.
Extensive literature review and study of basic potential
theory indicates that this model is theoretically possible.
The utility of a valve model in design work is apparent,
but practicality must depend upon further development.
The manipulation of this mathematical model by hand
would be extremely tedious if at all possible. When
programed on a computer such a model would permit opitim-
ization of many flow parameters.
Theoretical treatment of the sound generated in an
axisymmetric flow of a maze reducer has been necessarily
limited to qualitive arguments of significance to the
objectives established in Chapter III. Solutions for
noise produced by turbulence in an infinite media show a
8th power dependence on the free stream velocity. When
rigid bodies are present another noise component exists
which depends on the free stream velocity to the 6th power.
The complexities of modeling axisymmetric flow problems as
deterministic expressions has forced investigators to find
simpler models. Random process models, although still
involved, do offer some hope of becoming practically useful,
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even though these models require empirical data from
which averages and correlation can be made.
The most significant result of the theoretical
investigation has been that predictions about noise effects
for any particular flow configuration in the reducer maze
can not be made at this time. As in the past, these effects
must be determined empirically.
B Experimental
A maze pressure reducer has been combined with various
plug-seat configurations and the resulting noise analyzed.
To do this -a portion of the multitude of piping arrangements
possible have been checked for desirable noise character-
istics. All findings indicate that the test section must be
separated by at least 6 feet of rubber hose and possibly
more form the upstream as well as the downstream flow
regulating devices. Other measures to reduce background
noise included using a minimum number of elastic supports
for the test section piping, adding a second maze near the
flow regulators downstream, and the selection of structural
motion vice airborne pressures for the comparing parameter.
Sound instrumentation initially consisted of the
accelerometer, a Sound Level Meter and a Octave Band Analyzer
This allowed adequate comparisons of the piping arangements
but did prove to be a very slow method of analysis. Later
the availability of an automatic analyzer and recorder
greatly increased the experimental effectiveness by reducing
the time per run, performing a much narrower frequency
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analysis and by eliminating manual plotting.
Combinations of 6 seat and 3 plug geometries were
tested at a pressure of 600 psig in all cases and at 300
psig. in a few. The readings at 600 were found to be
representative of those at 300 and differed in magnitude
by an order of 5 db at low frequency and 10 db at high
frequency. No single combination was a standout however
one did show better over all characteristics. The general
tendencies noted were:
1. No plug on either side of maze
a. The sharp edged inlet and square edged outlet
seats produced the lowest noise combination.
b. The cone and radius seats on the inlet side
were slightly noisier at low frequencies than
the other 4 seats.
c. Distinctive peaks near 850, 1700, 3500, 4500,
8600, and 20,000 cps appeared with almost
every combination. These apparently are
characteristic of the maze.
The supposition that any turbulence upstream will be supressed
by the narrow confines of the Borda or square edge seats has
not been substantiated by the recordings. Likewise the
added labor of fairing the inlet side of the maze can not
be justified on a noise elimination basis. In fact, not
having solid boundries leading into the maze appears
desirable. The square edge seat may have given this action
and thus would account for the "smoothing" off of the peaked
frequency areas in figure D-21. The outlet square edged
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seat also accounted for a low frequency db reduction of the
order 6. Since the low frequency component has some relation
to the larger turbulent eddies, suppressing the outlet flow
could explain this attenuation effect. Figure 10 is a
proposed configuration incorporating these features.
Pipe Wall'2,
Figure 10 Proposed Seat Configuration
2. With plug on inlet side of maze
a. The combination of a disc plug and a radius
seat are by for the quietest at all frequencies
This is true at both large and small gap
openings
.
b. The next best combination is the disc plug
and either the square or borda seat.
c. The streamlined and cone plugs and the cone
seat in each combination had higher noise
levels whereas the disc plug had the
opposite effect of "flattening' especially the
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peaked frequenc ie s
.
d. With any plug at the 1/2 inch gap opening
the noise recording is almost identical to
the case of no plug at all. On some the plug
did increase the high frequency noise. In
this case the streamline and cone plugs ac-
centuated the peaks while the disc plug
attenuated them.
A somewhat unexpected conclusion then is that upstream
turbulence may be beneficial. The disc as a blunt body
would be well suited for creating such a flow. In addition,
having solid confinement upstream, as in the no plug case,
seems to increase especially the low frequency noise. The
actual flow and noise mechanisms involved here are not clear
but apparently incoming turbulent flow suddenly forced into
a maze produces less noise than a laminar gradually
converging inlet flow. The degree of upstream turbulence
certainly can not be large otherwise it would be producing
its own noise.
3. With plug on outlet side of maze
a. Neither of the two combinations tested had
a distinct advantage.
b. The disc plug did seem to flatten the high
frequencies while the streamline plug again
accentuated them. However at low frequencies
the streamline plug was 4-5 db quieter.
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These results indicate that the peaked areas can be reduced
by introducing turbulence but at the expense of adding
1-2 db of low frequency noise.
Considering all 3 categories, one must conclude at this
stage that the disc-sharp edge inlet seat and the square
edge outlet seat gives the best combination. With a disc
added to figure 10 this configuration would represent the
next combination to test.
The testing at Sanders has been done with bottles of
dry nitrogen supplying the flow. Because of the unlimited
supply of high pressure air available to the author this
media was used for most of the testing done for this thesis.
To allow comparisons, a number of runs were made using
nitrogen. Figures D-4 and 10 are typical results. As can
be seen the nitrogen media produces a significant increase
in the noise, especially at low frequencies. The static
properties of the fluids are very similar (figure B-l) and
so should behave acoustically the same. A possible
explanation of the difference is the relative location of
the high pressure regulators used.
The HP regulator for the laboratory 2000 psig air was
located on a gauge board about 15 feet upstream. The pipe
between this regulator and the solenoid valve was 3/8"OD
tubing When nitrogen was used this 3/8 inch line was
disconnected and the nitrogen bottle regulator attached
directly to the solenoid valve. This nearness to the
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inlet rubber hose may have allowed the nitrogen regulator






The lack, at the present time, of a workable mathe-
matical model of the fluid flow process in a valve, even
the simplest type, precludes theoretical analysis of
configuration effects. The problem of finding a valve with
particular characteristics such as a pressure reducer must
now be solved, as in the past, by trial and error methods.
The initial considerations for such a mathematical
model have been presented. The proposed model is based on
ideal, or potential flow but eventual inclusion of real
fluid behavior seems possible. The use of computer programs
would permit such a model to be of practical value while
still retaining an accurate representation of the real
process
.
The formulation of a mathematical model of valve noise
must consider Lighthill's form of the wave equation. The
application of solutions for this equation to axisymmetric
flow would be extremely complicated for the present form of
these solutions. However, extrapolating the 6th and 8th
power velocity effects from the solutions that have been
found, indicates that the most important consideration in




The difficulties of constructing a suitable deter-
ministic model have led to models based on probability
expressions and averages. These models are dependent on
empirical data from particular flows but when once obtained,
the mathematical expressions are often valid for similar
processes
.
Thus, the general conclusion is that because present
mathematical models of pressure reducing processes are
inadequate, questions concerning configuration effects on
noise output must be answered empirically.
B. Experimental
The objective of this thesis has been "To compare the
noise produced by various plug/seat combinations in
axisymmetric flow to a maze pressure reducer." Comparison
by theoretical means has been limited. Published material
found, generally treats aspects of fluid flow other than
noise effects introduced by configuration changes . Ful-
fillment of the object has been possible then only by an
experimental investigation.
The apparatus used and the instrumentation techniques
have been described. Numerous modifications to the test
apparatus, although changing the acceleration readings at
points along the inlet and outlet section, had very little
effect on the noise measured at the maze. This indicates
the accelerations existing at station 4 over the maze are




The increased noise (BB 2 db and about 5 db at low
freq.) when using nitrogen vice air was unexpected since the
static properties of the two gases are almost identical.
The explanation may lie not with the gas composition but
rather with the physical location of the high pressure
regulators used in each case.
Flow rates throughout the tests were measured, however
these rates were permitted to vary for each series of runs
in preference for maintaining the desired inlet and outlet
pressures. The mass flow characteristic of the maze was thus
not considered as stated in Chapter II-B. Future work must
consider the sizing or number of modules necessary to satisfy
system mass flow. Even though the objective concerns noise,
the effect on mass flow rate for various gap openings was
noted. As compared to the case of no plug, flow rates were
reduced with the plug present only when the plug was within
*5 diameter (here .137") travel of fully shut. Noise effects
were detected at all gap openings (max. variance of about
5 db) and in some cases acted to reduce the noise from the
case of no plug at all present.
The physical parameter chosen for comparisons (structural
acceleration) was dictated by background levels and economic
considerations. Without contrary evidence, the assumption
has been implied that the data results for this parameter
are representative of the actual sound pressures existing in
the internal flow. Regardless of the validity of this
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assumption by the use of axisymmetric flow and by changing
only one variable at a time relative evaluation of different
configurations could be made. From approximately 200 test
runs, the combination of a disc plug and sharp edged seat on
the inlet side of the maze reducer was found to produce less
noise relative to the other configurations. The noise
difference was seldom more than 4-6 db for any frequency.
This indicates an even more important conclusion in
that apparently the configurations required to control the
flow do not significantly increase and on occasion even
decrease the noise of the maze reducer. It must be empha-
sized that this applies when the plug does not significantly
restrict the flow (i.e. for open and shut action vice
regulating action, which is unsteady)
.
This work has established that the order of magnitude
of noise introduced by plug/seat combinations in axistm-
_2
metric flow to pressure reducer mazes is 6db(re 10 inches/
2,
sec ) . The tests have also substantiated the low noise





As pointed out in Chapter IV analytic models are needed
for both the fluid flow and the noise behavior in valves.
The axisymmetric valve is particularly promising for
mathematical modeling. Further research and development
work is needed in these areas.
The accelerometer provides an adequate technique for
comparison, but for analytic expression, the true sound field
existing in the fluid flow must be determined. With a well
constructed test apparatus and sensitive transducers, both
of which are attainable, pressure fluctuations in the stream
itself could be evaluated. In the author's opinion this
type of information, presented in a meaningful form, will
help tremendously in understanding pipe or valve flow noise.
Since the ball maze contributes the major noise component,
improvement in its configuration would offer the greatest
return. The data runs at 100 psig increments (Figure D-5)
show the strongest noise to be associated with the greater
pressure reduction (i.e. 600 & 150). In the lower reducing
realm (300 & 150) the noise has decreased at a rate faster
than h as is established by interpreting D-5. All evidence
points to the velocity as being the prime mechanism of noise.
To capitalize on this behavior, other than axisymmetric flow
devices should be designed and tested with particular regard
to the velocities occur ing. The effect of swirl or
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rotational motion has not been treated at all.
The phenomenon of turbulence suppression needs further
investigation. The question of whether it is better to
dissipate turbulence in the fluid only or do it by imposing
solid boundries has not been answered. Imposing the boundary
may suppress the eddies but results from these tests indicate
this may introduce more noise into the wall structure.
Finally, the obvious should be mentioned. Either
repeating or conducting similar tests with pressure reducing
mazes using steam as the media must be accomplished to






The steady flow energy equation for the control volume
(Figure A-l) about a steam pressure reducing valve is:
A-l Q=W+w(hout-h in ) + w(v -v?n ) + w^(zout-z in )2g^J Jg^9<
where
Q= net heat added to control volume (BTU)
W= net work done by control volume (BTU)
h= enthalpy (BTU/lbm )
w= mass flow rate (lb /sec)
g= acceleration of gravity (ft/sec )
v= fluid velocity (ft/sec)
z= elevation (ft) 2g= gravitational constant 0-bm* ft/lbf* sec ) q
J^ Joules constant (778. lo fflo /BTU)
Figure A-l : Steam Reducing Valve Control Volume
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Consider a typical installation:
Inlet conditions:
Pipe diameter =1.25 = .104 feet
w= 70001b /hr




Pipe diameter = 1.500" = .125 feet
w= 7000 lbm/hr
P= 150 psig




= 3. 2xl04 (ft/sec)in ' '
2 4 2
v0ut=17.4xl0 (ft/sec)
From the steam tables:
h. = 1206.7 BTU/lb
s. = entropy= 1.4492 BTU/ R * lbmin rj m
Following assumptions are made:
W =
zin=z
Q = 0° Steam systems are generally heavily insulated.
Experience has shown this to be a valid assumption
Equation A-l no^ becomes:
2
t ~-h^„ +.= out" in = /17.4in out — v *
2g J 2x32.
v -v2 „„ A ^ ox ^4h,._ _..^ . -3.
2
) 10^ = 3. o2^
2x778 . 16
'o
Compared with the enthalpy term, the kinetic energy term is
negligible and when disregarded, the steady flow energy
equation reduces to:
A" 2 hin = nout
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The outlet state can now be determined from the Steam Tables
with Pout = 150psig and hout = 1206.7 btu/lbm:
370°F TxOUt 380°F
hout 1201.4 1206.7 1207.5
s
out 1.5782 l€B+6 1.5856
By interpolation: T
out= 386.6 F
The valve inlet and outlet states are now completely known
and can be sketched on the Temperature-Entropy coordinates of
figure A-2. The actual path between these two states is
complex and not readily determined. This has been signified
by the dashed, wavy line.
The severity of the degradation of energy by the pressure
reducing process can be found by determining the increase
in unavailable energy, Eu (22) .
A-
3
E„ = To(s, -s )u b a
where states a and b are the "dead" states
at the reservoir sink temperature To.
From figure A-2 and the definition of Eu:
Eu
= To( sout~ s in)
Eu * 530(1.5845-1.4492)







Figure A-2 Temperature-Entropy Diagram
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2 . Pipe Flow Velocities
The average velocities in the inlet and outlet pipes of









where: V = average velocity (ft/sec)
w = mass flow rate (lbm/sec)
^
= density (lbm/t )
A = cross sectional area^(ft^)
q = specific volume (ft /lbm)
Representative conditions are:
i) Inlet:
P i = 600 psig
Ti JJ = 490°F (4° superheat)
«Iin ~ 0.7768 ft /lbm
Diain = IV = .104 feet
w = 7000 lbm/hr




vin = 178 « ft/sec
V2 = 31,700 (ft/sec)
2
in J








P = 150 psig
Tn . = 358°F (sat)
qoutr 2.638 (ft
J/lbm ) for .877 quality
Dia '= \h = -125 feet













Re = 2.15 x 10
3 . Isentropic Throat Velocities :
An interior control volume is imagined as shown by the
dashed lines in figure A-3 and the steady flow energy equation
applied. Here the inlet condition is an arbitrary plane
upstream of the valve and the outlet condition corresponds to
the throat section. Q is again assumed to be negligible by
considering a typical, well insulated system. By inspection










Figure A-3 Steam Valve Interior Control Volume
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Conservation of mass is expressed by
A-8 W =
Vin Ain vout Aout
^in <Iout
3
where q = specific volume (ft /lbm)
A = cross sectional area (f-fc2)





h in ~ hout
- wr-m





The solution for a typical set of conditions is given
below. Other conditions have been computed in a similar
fashion and are tabulated in figure A-4-
Assume
:
p in = 600 Psi<?
Tin = 490°F (4° superheat)
w = 7000 lbm/hr
A in = .00849 ft'
pout = 15° Psi9
From the steam tables:
hin = 1206.7 BTU/lbm
q. = 0.7768 ft 3/lbm




S^„<- = S- = 1.4492out in
For a mixture of saturated vapor and saturated liquid
basic thermodynamics provides the relation:
SOUt " S f + XS fg
A- 10 where:
S f = entropy of sat. liquid
Sf = entropy change
X = quality of steam = mass vapor
mass mixture
Solving this expression for X and using Sf and Sfq from the







With this quality relation and the f and fg properties from
the steam tables for PQut = 150 psig :
nout h f +xh fg
hout = 330 - 51 + .877(863.6)
hQut = 1086
qout = .01809 + .877(2.997




7 , v 2Noting that /qin \ / .7768
^out 2.638
(.295) .087
the denominator of A-9 is therefore essentially one and
V
out - 223.7 h. - h .in out
VQut = 223.7 J 1206.7 - 1086.0
A-ll ( vout = 2550 ft/sec
The throat area is obtained from continunity, A-8:
W = wc*out
'out






= 2.01 x 10 ft
s
From Appendix B, the average speed of sound in steam CQ is:
C© = 1800 ft/ sec






A-13 Gout = 1.42
These relations give only order of magnitude valves.
The assumption of ideal flow (A-9a) and approximating the
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denominator of equation A-9, as one, certainly influenced
the resultant velocity even though these assumptions have
been conservative. Also no consideration is given in
equation A-9 to the phenomenon of a critical state,
characteristic of nozzle flow which is known empirically
to exist when the outlet pressure is below a certain fraction
of the stagnation pressure. The complications of
condensation and thus two phase flow prevent using perfect
gas relations. However empirical expressions do permit
approximations : ( 37
)
P (Initially wet steam) = 0.58P-
A-14
Pc (superheated) = 0.545P in
The minimum throat area required at the critical point
can also be estimated from empirical relations: (38)
A*PQ
A-15 w = ( Napier's equation)
70
, n . 0- 9760 A*pQ
w(Moist) =
0.97
W (superheated) = 60A*PQ
1 + 0.0065tQ






















































































































Fluid properties in the domain of interest here are
tabulated in figure B-l.
2. Pipe velocities for air:
The air flow, Q, in SCFM (cubic feet per minute at
standard conditions of 14.7 psig and 70 F) is obtained from
the calibration chart, figure C-2 for a given P . This
flow can then be used to determine the pipe velocities as
shown below:
The equation of state for air ( and for nitrogen) for




p = pressure (psia) -.
£ = density (lbm/ft )
R = Gas constant
T = Tempe- ture ( Rankine)
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Figure B-l Static Properties














w = mass flow rate (lbm/sec)
average pipe velocity (ft/sec)
= cross section area of pipe (ft )
3
= SCFM from figure C-2 (ft /min)
3
= air density at 14.7psig (lbm/ft )
Substituting B-la this becomes:
B-2a
Applying equation B-2a to an inlet pipe of diameter 13/16
inches with Ppipe ^m
Q . of 27 scfm gives:
= p± n = 600 psig and a representative
v. = vin pipe
I\ 14.7
L0"\60y V
v. = 3.15 feet/secin __^
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D = pipe diameter (ft)
^ = kinematic viscosity (ft /sec)
Therefore for the inlet pipe:
.0677 x 3.15
Re- =in 3.96 x 10
Re- = 5.39x10in
Similarly for the outlet conditions : ( P ^ = p . =150psiqpipe rout r 3
D = 13/16 inches and Q = 27 scfm) equation B-2a becomes:
v

















The various schemes considered are sketched in figure C-l
Nomenclature definitions are in appendix D.
2. Description of piping components:
a. Solenoid valve and filter: A battery powered orifice
type valve primarily for quick start and stop of air
flow from a Nitrogen bottle. The filter is fiber
composition
.
b. Inlet and outlet hoses: Rubber, composition 3/4 inch
ID, designed for high pressure use.
c. Inlet test section: Steel tubing, 1 inch OD,
1/8 inch wall, 5000 psig designed working pressure,
10*5 inches long. End connectors: 37° flare nuts.
d. Outlet test section: Same as inlet plus an







J i-v^ Outlet of Section AATest Section
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e. Calibrated maze: Designed by Sanders using small




f. Backpressure nozzle: A special design utilizing
small sphere maze for controlling the backpressure







g. Backpressure control valve: A conventional orifice
valve used to extend the range of the backpressure
nozzle, item f. Manufactured by Greer Hydraulics
(VTI 62200-1-1)
o
h. Outlet pipe: Steel tubing, 5/8 OD, 37 fittings.
(Contain the backpressure nozzle) . Two pieces
—





Inlet: Two inch circular faced, Bourdon,
to 1000 psig.
Outlet: Five inch circular faced, precision,
Bourdon, to 200 psig.
P and P : Two inch circular faced, Bourdon,
1 2 to 250 psig.
( All gauges initially calibrated on a dead-
weight tester)
3. Test plugs and seats:
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Figure C-2 Calibrated Maze Chacteristic
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00 ^H 00 CMw cm m <n
Material: V.125" "0"ring









































































"RADIUS SEAT" (inlet) RADIIE SEAT (inlet)
n Material:
Brass











To account for the large number of variables
inherent in this experimental investigation, a
concise yet all inclusive notation was developed and
found to be extremely helpful. This acronym can best







(X- taper -maze 2-tape r-X)
b. Group designation explanation:




Roman numeral = accounts for variances in
the over all test apparatus.
See figure C-l.
& Fluid media and test section inlet pressure
^- (in units of 100 psig)
Air = Laboratory high pressure system
N = Bottled, dry nitrogen
S = Steam
p number = inlet pressure in units of
100 psig (i.e. p6 = 600 psig at
P- )in 7
">• Pickup type and location:
Accel - accelerometer
Mike - sound pressure microphone (atmosp)
Tran - sound pressure sensor (high static pres)

88-D:
Numerical = identifies location of pickup










2 position identifies the seat up stream
of the maze
3 position identifies the pressure reducer




5 position identifies the plug downstream
of the maze
( ) = specifies the gap between the plug
and seat
X = nothing installed
2. Summary of Data runs:
More than 250 individual runs were made. However data
was not recorded on a few initial runs, also some runs had to
be discarded- With runs redesignated, summaries of those
runs considered appropriate for the objectives of this thesis
are tabulated on the following page.
3. Graphs and recordings:
Data from the Octave Band Analyzer is plotted in
figures D-l to D-8 . The recordings from the narrow band
analyzer have been compiled into mosiacs and reduced to page
size for presentation as figures D-10 to D-23. All scales are
identified on each page. Broadband readings are given as
!
89-D
MB.B." with the decibel reference according to the scale
of that plot. The volume flow rates, Q, in SCFM
(Standard cube feet per minute at 14 psia, and 70 F)










































































































PI(Air-p5.5) (Accell) (X-taper-maze 2-taper-X)
II II / II OX II
-X)






























































































































































































































































































































( " -Borda-maze2- " )
( " -cone-maze2- )





















































PVI (Air-p6) (Accel4) (SL (1/2) -borda-maze2-taper-X)
( " -square- " )







































( " " -cone-X)
( " " -radxus-X)
( " " -taper-X)
(X-sharp-mazel-round-X)
( " " -square-X)
( " " -cone-X)











PVI (Air-p6) ( Mike 3" from 4) (X-radius-maze2-taper-X)
( " -p3)
Typical Laboratory Background (Accel4) (No airflow)
(Mike 3 "from4) ( " )
Noisy
I H ii H






































































Figure D-l Run 1-10
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Figure D-3b Run 108, 119, 115, 123
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Db (re lO-^ind^es/sec2 )
Figure D-4 Run 20-23
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R $ UN fc
2 2
Db (re 10" inches/sec )




Db (re 10~2inches/ sec2 )
Figure D-5b Run 85 - 88
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PI(Air-p5.5/2) (1 to 9) (X-Taper-Maze2-Taper-X)
Figure D-6b Run 24-49
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Pl(Air-p5.5/2) (1 to 9) (X-Taper-Maze2-Taper-X)







































i PIV(Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze 2-taper-X)
1 PV(Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze 2-taper-X)
Figure D-7a Run 105 - 126
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PIV (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze2-taper-X)
PV (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze2-taper-X)
Figure D-7b Run 105 - 126
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PIV (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze2-taper-X)
PV (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 7) (X-taper-Maze2-taper-X)























PHI (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 8) (X-Taper-Maze2-Taper-X)
Figure D-8a Run 89 - 104
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PHI (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 8) (X-Taper-Maze2-Taper-X)
Figure D-8b Run 89-104
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110-D
PHI (Air-p5.5/3) (1 to 8) (X-Taper-Maze2-Taper-X)
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Run ;i-l80 Run #181

(relO^in/sec 2 ) DECIBELS (re .00Q2ubar)
113-D
Run #188 Run #189
Figure D-ll Recorded Data
Run #186 Run #187







Run #135 Run #137

DECIBELS (re 10" 2 inches/sec 2 ) 115-D
Figure D-13a Recorded Data

DECIBELS (re 10 inches/sec z ) 116-D
fO H
Run #193
Figure D-13b Recorded Data

DECIBELS ( re io~ 2/inches/sec ) 117-D
JW» I
Run #160 Run #161
Figure D-14 Recorded Data
Run #166 Run #167

DECIBELS (re 10" 2inches/sec 2 ) 118-D
Run #162 Run #163
Figure D-15 Recorded Data
Run #164 Run #165

DECIBELS (re 10~ 2inches/sec 2 )
jccu—^-vo tf. . m -.-.,IQ St.*, CCL
119-D
Run #168 Run #169 Run #170
Figure D-16 Recorded Data
Run #171

DECIBELS -2 2(re 10 inches/sec )
VO vO vD vO vD







Run #149 Run #151

DECIBELS






Run #145 Run #147

— 2 2
(re 10~ inches/sec )
Run #15 2 Run #159
Figure D-19 Recorded Data
Run #155 Run#158

DECIBELS (re 10~ inches/sec 2 ) 123-D
Run #15 3
Figure D-20










Run #17i Run #177

— 2 o
DECIBELS (re 10~ inches/sec^)
CO
VO 125-D
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Run #174 Run #175

2 2
DECIBELS (re 10 inches/sec ) 126-D
Run #132 Run #183
Figure D-23 Recorded Data






General Radio type 1560-pl3 Vibration Pick-up System
consisting of an Endevco, model 2217C accelerometer and a
control box. The accelerometer is mounted on a strong
magnet for attachment to the vibrating structure. The
control box integrates the accelerations to provide
velocity and displacement, but all tests for this project
were made in the direct, acceleration mode.
Accelerometer characteristics:
Piezo-electric ceramic material
Resonate frequency: 28,000 cps
Max. accel. lOOOg
Capacitance: 337pf (Cp)
Operating temp. -65 to +250°F
Temp, coeff. of sensitivity: .01 db/ F
Weight 1,2 oz (34 grams)
Size 5/8 inches hex. x .7 inches
Sensitivity (nominal 60 millivolt /g)
peak mv/peak g 76.2 (Es)
rms mv/peak g 53.9 (Ec)
peak p cmbs/peak g Es (Cp + 180) 10~ = 39.4
External capacity 180 pf





-2 db at 20 cps
.
+ 1 db at 10,000 cps 2
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Figure E-l Frequency Response of Pick-up System for
Constant Applied Acceleration
2. Sound Level Meter:
General Radio type 1551-C consisting of a omnidirect-
ional microphone (removed to connect the accelerometer) , a
calibrated attenuator, an amplifier, standard weighing
networks and an indicating meter.
Characteristics
:
Sound level range: 24 to 150 db (re 0.0002/ibar)
Frequency characteristics: Four response modes
selected by panel switch providing A,B,C,
weighing in accordance with ASA SI. 4-1961,
and a flat (figure E-2) response in the
fourth mode. (The later was used throughout
these tests.)
Output: 1.4v into 7000-^-
Input impedance 25 M in parallel with 50 pf
Temp: range to 60°C






20 90 100 200 900 COO 2000 9000 0,000 2Q000 SQpOO
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
Figure E-2 Frequency Response of Sound Level Meter with
Weighing Switch at 20kc.
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3. Octave Band Analyzer:
General Radio type 1550-A consisting of 8 bandpass




Broadband 20 to 10,000 cps
20 to 75 cps 600 to 1200 cps
75 to 150 cps 1200 to 2400 cps
150 to 300 cps 2400 to 4800 cps
300 to 600 cps 4800 to 10,000 cps
Input voltage: 1 to lOv
Input Impedance: 20,000 ohms
Output voltage: lv across 20,000 ohms
Weight 271b
Size 9x11x12
4. Narrow Band Analyzer:
Bruel and Kjaer type 2107 constant-relative band-
width frequency analyzer consisting of an input amplifier,
frequency weighing networks, a selective amplifier, an




20 to 20,000 cps
Frequency bands:
20-63 cps 630-2000 cps
63-200 cps 2000-6300 cps
200-630 cps 6300-20,000 cps
Weighing networks:
A,B,C, in accordance standards for precision
SLM
20-40,000 cps (Used throughout these tests)
2-40,000 cps
Selectivity:
Of amplifier (3 db bandwidth) is variable in
six steps of 6, 8.5, 12, 16, 21, and 29%.
(6% used here)
Octave selectivity (attenuation ± octave away
from the tuned center freq.) is 45, 40,





Output of amplifier: 45v
Amplifier output imedance : 50 ohm (24 uf in
parallel)
Input voltage range: 100 micro to 1000 volts
Input impedance: 2.22 megaohms (30 pf
across terminals)
005 01 10 20
Selectivity Curves of B & K, 2107,
(Attenuation one octave from tuned in freq.)
Automatic Recorder:




2 to 200,000 cps (See figure E-4)
Writing speeds:
4mm to 200$mm/sec for 100mm paper width
(200/sec used here) (also 2 to lOOOmm/sec
for 50mm paper)
Paper speed:
0.0003 to lOOmm/sec (lOmm/sec used here)
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a. The accelerometer and sound level meter as a
system was calibrated with a General Radio type
1557-A vibration calibrator at the start of
testing and checked again at the end. (Calibrator
subjects pickup to an acceleration of lg at
100 cps)
b. Known input voltages were also passed through the
analysis train and read on the recorder paper at
the input oscillator frequencies (400 and 8500 cps)
The results and components used for this check are
shown in figure E-5
.
7. Instrument settings held constant (except when noted)
a. Vibration pickup system:
Control box selector switch: Acceleration
b. Sound level meter:
Meter/Batteries switch: Fast meter
Weighing switch: 20 kc
c. Octave Band Analyzer:
BatteLJ.es switch: Fast
d. Narrow Band Analyzer:
Input potentiometer: 2
Input selector: Direct
Meter switch: RMS, Fast
Frequency Analysis Octave Select.: Max.
Weight switch: Linear 20-40,000 cps
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Input potentiometer: 6.6 .4
Input attenuator : 10
Replacable potentiometer: 50db
Potentiometer range: 50 db
Range recorder: RMS
Lower limiting frequency: 20 cps
Writing speed: 200 mm/sec (small numbers)
(100 mm/sec large numbers)
Paper speed: 10 mm/sec (100 mm/sec large numbers)
Paper width: 100 mm
9. Decibel scale conversion:
The entire instrument chain was calibrated so that all
plot and recording scales could be referenced to the same
standard. This standard corresponds to that used in the
General Radio Accelerometer and Sound Level Meter
combination- (i.e. all decibel scales for acceleration are
-2 2
referenced to 10 inches / sec ).. Since the GR equipment
provides only decibel values which can be translated by
instruction book conversion tables into absolute quantities
and since the B & K equipment reads only in decibels
referenced to a standard input voltage of lOv, Figures E-6
and E-7 were developed for determining the relationships
outlined below:
From figure E-6 the gain of the Sound Level Meter can
be obtained for each attenuator setting. For use here this




A. = gain of SLM for i attenuator setting
V = output voltage of SLM
out
V. = input voltage of SLM
E" 1 vout
A. = 20 log
V.in








Although the instruction book gives the accelerometer
sensitivity, the overall system sensitivity was not known
but has been determined with the aid of figures E-7 to be
-5 2
1.8x10 volts input/inch/sec for a meter reading of 80 db.




10 inches/sec acceleration as follows:
S = recorder paper scale (50db max)
RM = range multiplier switch setting on B&K
analyzer (db)
MR = meter range switch setting on Analyzer (db)
P = Recorder range potentiometer (db)

135-E
V = input voltage to analyzer (volts)
a
oa
= input ref. voltage for analyzer (10 volts)
I = input voltage in decibel (re lOv)
a
E-2 V
I a = 201og —a V
oa
When the analyzer and recorder are used together the
following relationship converts the recorded decibel reading
to input volts: (manufacturers instruction book)
E-3 I =S+RM+MR-P=20 log
va
Voa
Subtracting E-l from E-3:
va vout




* 20 log —
V Voa vout











Transforming E-4 into acceleration variables:
Vin/1.8xl0 10~
2




o( = unknown acceleration (inches/sec )
-2 2
c\r= reference acceleration (10 in. /sec )
Then:
E-5 I - A = 20 log/gM -155db
a V°VJ




















-6-4-2 0+2+4 +6 +8 +10
METER READING IN DECIBELS
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